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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

Debt Arrangement Scheme (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2019 

SUBMISSION FROM StepChange 
 
StepChange Debt Charity Scotland is an independent charity dedicated to 
overcoming problem debt.  We are Scotland‟s largest provider of specialist telephone 
and online debt advice, with solutions that are effective, tailored and importantly free.  
Across the UK, the charity now helps over 630,000 people a year, with more than 
two million helped since our creation 27 years ago. We have a team of approver debt 
advisors in Glasgow, who are dedicated to helping more Scots improve their lives, 
helping over 30,000 Scottish clients last year.  
 
We have dedicated teams of Scottish advisors supporting our clients with their 
applications under the Debt Arrangement Scheme.  We are the single largest free 
provider of clients in approved statutory Debt Payment Programmes with over 3,500 
live cases currently being administered and more applications being made every 
day.  
 
The charity was represented in the AiB‟s working group looking at ways to make the 
Debt Arrangement Scheme more accessible to money advisers and clients.  We also 
responded to the AiB‟s consultation on the proposed changes.   
 
The charity supports these draft regulations as they provide several excellent 
improvements to the Debt Arrangement Scheme for new and existing clients which 
will make clients‟ payment programmes more sustainable, such as the crisis 
payment break. The proposed changes will increase flexibility of the Scheme for new 
and existing clients.  It will allow more clients struggling with problem debt to 
consider this solution, as opposed to insolvency, and help many more to remain in 
their payment programme protected from interest and charges and the threat of legal 
action. 
 
The charity also supports the AiB‟s intention, when they are the Payments 
Distributors, to pay a portion of fee they get, after costs are paid, to the free advice 
sector.  This will be a great new funding stream for the free sector.  Whilst the sums 
involved are not likely to be significant initially, over time it would help fund and 
support more free money advice to more people.  This is particularly welcome at a 
time when funding is being cut for the free sector.  The charity would not get this 
additional funding stream. However, as a Payment Distributor for clients we would 
receive funding from creditors for providing this service.   
 
Whilst we do support the regulations as they are beneficial to all clients, we 
understand why our colleagues in the free advice sector are confused and frustrated.  
These regulations have been laid during the consultation on the methodology of how 
the fees will be returned to the free advice sector.  The sector is looking for clarity 
which these regulations do not provide.  This will not be provided until the 
consultation responses are considered. 
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Short term financial crisis payment break – reg 11 
 
Currently where a client misses three payment instalments over the whole term of 
their payment programme it will be revoked.  When you consider that, for the 
majority of clients, all their disposal income is being paid to their creditors and that, 
on average, a payment programme lasts for around seven years, life-events will 
happen where additional money will be needed.  This change to the regulations is 
very welcome. 
 
Evidence from the charity shows that around a fifth of our clients will miss one 
payment instalment in their first two years of starting their programme, with most 
miss payments happening in December or January.  Around a quarter of all our 
clients will miss up to two payments during the lifetime of their programmes and over 
15% of clients‟ programmes will be revoked due to missed payments.  By allowing 
money advisers to approve up to two short term crisis payment breaks, each lasting 
one month, in any 12 month period without it causing the programme to be stopped 
will result in more sustainable repayment plans. This is a great improvement for the 
DAS regulations and helps new and existing clients. 
 
In a recent survey, a client expressed their concerns about unexpected costs: “My 
finances change regularly as I have unpredictable work patterns so sometimes, I 
need more money for travel.  I have had to really cut back food expenditure or 
deferred optician and dental treatments as I could not afford them.” 
 
Approval of a debt payment programme:  creditor consent – reg 5 
 
This is a very good amendment to the approval process which will see more 
applications approved more quickly which will assist clients by removing concerns 
and stress whilst they await information. We welcome the automatic approval of 
applications where the debt due to an objecting creditor is less than 10% of the total 
debt. 
 
Proposal for variation & Deemed consent – reg 8 and reg 10 
 
These amendments allow the DAS Administrator to approve a variation to a client‟s 
payment programme where the term is reduced, normally because the client is 
paying more towards their debts or because a debt has been written-off or removed.  
It also introduces a deemed consent where creditors do not respond within the 
statutory time scales. 
 
These are very welcome amendments which will reduce the amount of paperwork 
our advisers need to issue, cut our postage costs and give clients immediate relief 
that their new proposal will be accepted.  We have had several cases where 
creditors have not responded or have refused a variation which had a higher client 
contribution and reduced the term.  This results in more resources being used to 
clarify issues raised, causes delays and takes advisers away from helping other 
clients. 
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Application for variation: creditor statement – reg 7 
 
This is an excellent safeguard for clients whose payment programme has been 
approved, where the creditor accepted the amount of debt due, but after a period 
looks to vary that amount.  It places the emphasis onto the creditor to explain why a 
debt balance that was agreed before the approval date needs to be varied after that 
date.  We have had several cases where debt amounts have been amended years 
after the client has been paying back through their programme.  This lengthens the 
payment period to well after the expected finish date, potentially increasing the term 
by years.  
 
Example: A client had been paying their payment programme for nearly five years 
when a creditor sought to vary the amount they were due to them.  Whilst we argued 
that the amount was accepted at the start of the programme the DAS Administrator 
accepted the creditor’s new debt balance.  This increased the term of our client’s 
programme for another 11 months which meant that the client could not retire until 
the debt had been paid in full as they could not afford the payments. 
 
This change will focus creditors and hopefully stop client‟s paying back debts they 
were not aware of.   
 
Changes to Payment Distributors – reg 4 
 
The draft regulations implement changes to the way in which Payment Distributors 
are approved and to the definition of a Continuing Money Adviser.  Currently the 
charity is both a Payments Distributor and a „free to client‟ Continuing Money Adviser 
(we don‟t charge an on-going fee from the client for our services). As a result, the 
proposed changes have a limited impact on the charity and our continued role to 
support our clients to pay their debts through the Debt Arrangement Scheme. 
 
We welcome the removal of the requirement for a tendering process for the 
appointment of Payments Distributors.  Tender processes can be very expensive 
and resource intensive which the charity can use to support more clients.  
 
The change in the Payments Distributor rate to 20% for new clients will be a 
welcome benefit to the charity.  This will cover our money advice and our Payments 
Distribution costs for all new cases going forward.  Although it will take some time for 
that to happen as all our money advice costs are up-front whilst the income from 
Payments Distribution will be paid retrospectively once the client is on an approved 
payment programme.  Currently the charity is on the panel of Payments Distributors 
and receives 8% from creditors to cover the distribution costs.  As a result, our 
overheads to support clients to apply for payment programme under the Debt 
Arrangement Scheme is far greater than the funds we ingather via the current 8%.  
The charity does not get Fair Share from any creditor for any debt being paid under 
the Debt Arrangement Scheme. Nor does the charity charge our clients an on-going 
monthly fee for the provision of advice.   
The new 20% rate is welcome as it will in time cover both our money advice and 
Payment Distribution costs for our Debt Arrangement Scheme clients. 
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For the organisations who are not Payments Distributors, their clients can choose 
the AiB or another Payments Distributor.  The charity currently provides this service 
under the tender arrangement and under these new proposals will continue to do so.  
Where the money advice provider continues to support and provide advice to their 
client, we would look to formulate an agreement to pay a proportion of the 20% fee 
to the money adviser after the payments distribution costs are covered.   We would 
also provide the service to other free providers. 
 
Removing ability for money adviser to charge a fee 
 
We also support the change that prohibits a money adviser charging a fee for the 
adviser‟s services.  Currently, clients seeking help from a fee charger, such as an 
insolvency practitioner, can pay around 15% of their disposable income for the 
money advice and support services provided, before any money is paid to their 
creditors.  Under these draft regulations, all clients will be treated the same 
irrespective of whether they seek advice from a „fee charger‟ or from a free money 
adviser, such as the charity or Citizens Advice.  All the creditors in the clients‟ 
programmes will cover the costs through the Payments Distributor‟s fee.  This means 
a shorter term to pay all their debts back for those clients who seek help and advice 
from a „fee charger‟. 
 
For example: a client owes £10,200, currently has £200 disposable income, pays 
£30 per month to the ‘fee charger’ and £170 goes towards paying their debts – this 
will take the client 5 years to pay all their debts. 
 
Under the new proposals: a client owes £10,200, pays their whole £200 disposable 
income towards their debts, paying all their debts in 4 years 3 months.  The ‘fee 
charger’ who are payments distributor will receive £40 per month in fees.   
 
The provision for AiB to become a Payments Distributor 
 
The charity does not object to AiB becoming a Payments Distributor.  In fact, there 
are times when it will save time for all parties, clients, creditors and money advisers.  
 
We have questions about the AiB‟s costing for delivering this service – which was 
shared separately after the regulations were laid.  There are obviously a number of 
unknowns, including their staffing costs, IT costs and the amount of cases they are 
providing the service to.   
 
A key positive of the AiB becoming a Payments Distributor is that part of the fees 
ingathered will be used to fund free money advice after AiB cover their costs – the 
methodology still to be determined by the consultation.  However, based on their 
own costings, if the AiB only get 5% of the funds ingathered this will not cover all 
their costs and the public purse would have to meet the shortfall.  It may alleviate 
some of the concerns expressed by the free sector if the AiB gave a commitment not 
to commence their Payments Distributor services until all their costs and 
methodology for returning funds are identified and communicated with the sector. 
 
There is a requirement for all the Payments Distributors must be authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).  This gives clients recourse if 
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they need to complain about any aspect of the service they have received.  The AiB, 
as a Scottish Government Agency, is not regulated by the FCA.  At the moment it is 
unclear who clients or creditors complain to if they are not satisfied with the service 
provided by AiB or any response from AiB.  What recourse is available to 
clients?  Who oversees this process?  This should not be a stumbling block for these 
regulations although it needs to be explored and clarified before the commencement 
date. 
 
The charity supports these draft regulations 
 
The charity has identified several areas where clients are currently experiencing 
detriment which the introduction of these regulations will alleviate.  Therefore, the 
charity supports these draft regulations as they provide increased flexibility and 
improvements to the Debt Arrangement Scheme, by improving sustainability of new 
and existing clients‟ payment programmes. 
 
I am happy for my name, and that of my organisation, to be on the submission, for it 
to be published on the Scottish Parliament website, mentioned in any Committee 
report and form part of the public record. 
 
I have read and understood the privacy notice about submitting evidence to a 
Committee. 
 
I understand I will be added to the contact list to receive updates from the Committee 
on this and other pieces of work. I understand I can unsubscribe at any time by 
contacting the Committee.   
 


